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Biomolecules:molecules found in living organisms which are essential to living processes

All biomolecules contains the element carbon, this is whylife is said to be "carbon-based" whydoes carbon provide so much variety?
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Carbon contains 4 valence electrons, allowing itto form 4 covalent bonds with other atoms
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& covalent bonds can be single.CA, double:CA, or triple.CA Opt e
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& carbon forms bonds with itself and with other atoms
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& molecules can be linear, cyclical, branched and thousands ofatoms large, creating endless combinations C

Biomolecules fall into 4 major groups: carbohydrates sugars a lipids fats a proteins " nucleic acids

& these existas simple single units, monomers, and can combine together to form larger more complexpolymers
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Composition:all carbohydrates contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen only C- H - CH2
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H IStructure:most carbohydrates form ring-like structures -
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Monomer:monosaccharide dimer:disaccharide - polymer:polysaccharide

ex:glucose ex:maltose

galactose
↳ lactose

ex
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fructose C sucrose [ I
glycogen starch cellulose

properties: mono and disaccharides are polar and are freelysoluble in water glycogen a starch can cellulose has very

useful for transportin organisms be easilyformed and broken high tensile strength

function uses:broken down during respiration for energymostdailyenergycomes from carbs short-term energystorage forms plant cell walls
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beweat *fruits a table sugar tones Tiver ·vegetab·dairyproducts i rice
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Composition:all lipids contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen only H H H H H H H
carboxyl
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group
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hydrocarbon

Structure:most contain fattyacids (which are bound to other groups) H8 H H H H H H H
chain

HO

Monomer:fattyacids 3 +glycerol- polymer:triglyceride other fat polymers: -
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cell membrane
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properties:non-polar and notwater soluble. More difficult to break down but energy-rich sources:
'

*cheese
meat

function uses:broken down during respiration for energywhen needed long-term energystorage Eavegetable res&........ e
used as protection of organs and insulation for electricity (nerves) and heat
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Composition:all proteins contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen and sometimes sulfur H R H

20 different 'R' groups

which can contain S

Structure:proteins are made of 1 or more chains ofamino acids

Monomer:amino acid dimer:dipeptide
- polymer:polypeptide
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20 different amino acids polypeptides can fold into various structures

properties:amino acids are typicallysoluble in water the order of amino acids determines the 3-D structure

of the protein:different structure, differentprotein
function uses:proteins have manyfunctions such as:

proteins are the most diverse biomolecule
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⑳#-) eggs
fish

immunity enzyme s hormone
meat

inmilk/yogurt
ofbeans
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Composition:all nucleic acids contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus only ↓- CH2 0 In
CH HC

H -HStructure:nucleotides form long chains. Two main types:DNA and RNA On
Monomer:nucleotide polymer:polynucleotide DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid
4) different bases:

phosphate Adenine A DNAis double stranded with 2 antiparallel strands

0 - Thymine T
HOP O nitrogenous Cytosine C phosphate- -......

↓- deoxyribose base Guanine 6 sugar
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properties:DNAtwists into a double helixstructure complementarybase pairs Aonlyhydrogen bonds with T

hold strands together I onlyhydrogen bonds with 6
6....2
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/90 function uses:the order of nucleotide bases A,A, T,C...
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Al finidi provides instructions to make proteins
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C I As proteins are involved in nearlyas aspects
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I ofcellular functions, DNAis crucial and
6.... C c...... 6 referred to as the molecule of life'

sources:as DNAis found in nearlyall cells, nucleic acids

are present in virtuallyall foods *more on this in unit 2



Most chemical reactions occuring in cells can be classified as either:

Anabolism:

the synthesis of larger, more complex molecules I I polymers
from smaller, simpler ones. -

/
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Requires energy
/

ex:photosynthesis
e

ex:cell respiration
building muscle Nam breakdown of fats, proteins, sugars
building bone Catabolism:
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the breakdown of larger, more complexmolecules
into smaller, simpler ones.

monomers Releases energy

problem:mostof these reactions take a long time to occur, so slow thatan organism would die waiting.

solution =enzymes! The majorityofchemical reactions occurring in organisms (both catabolic and anabolic are regulated byenzymes

Enzymes:proteins that function as biological catalysts a substance thatincreases the rate ofa chemical reaction withoutbeing changed

enzymes facilitate a reaction bymaking iteasier to take place, thus speeding it up
&

as theydo notreact, theycan be reused over and over (unless theyget damaged reactant(s) enzyme
product(s)

substrate

Induced - Fit Model of Enzyme activity

activesite.
substrate:substance on which

an enzyme works
-

- active site is specific to

~
enzyme

substract

attracts
it

- i

to accommodate substrate.I
active site slightlychanges shape

products unbind Active site and substrate have complementary

shapes and can now bind to each other

7
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=active site ~Enzyme-substrate complex:substrate and enzyme bound to each otherreturns to normal

*enzyme readyto be reused

Metabolism:web of all enzyme-catalysed reactions in an organism

mostmetabolic reactions do notoccur in a single step, i.e. - B why? Too much energyinvolved to control (P)
ex:cellular respiration CyH,z0s+602 6202 +6H20 if this occurred in one step itwould be combustion

instead, glucose is broken down into many AB C >D > E

intermediates byspecific enzymes where everyreaction is catalyzed
the energyreleased can be controlled and H F

bya different enzyme
stored in usable form ATP

*
L k I I 6 the productbecomes the substrate

withoutenzymes, reactions would occur too slowly for the following reaction
and chaoticallyto be useful for living organisms a

N < M L



The rate of a chemical reaction is how quicklya reaction proceeds.

for enzyme-catalyzed reactions, this will depend on how often a substrate collides and binds with an active site

While enzymes are not used up during the reaction theycatalyze, their activityi.e. how quicklytheywork is impacted
bydifferentenvironmental conditions

Temperature:the average kinetic energyof particles

as chemical reactions depend on collisions, temperature impacts the force and frequencyof these collisions

The impact of rising temperature on enzyme activity

a
as temperature rises, particles have more kinetic energy, meaning they .

8
and the active site of enzymes more reactions catalyzed over time

-
b the optimum temperature:temperature atwhich enzyme activity

are moving faster more effective collisions between substrates

·)is at its maximum -
C as the temperature rises above the enzyme's optimum, the high kinetic

energystarts to disrupt and alter bands within the enzyme

this causes the shape of the active site to become permanently
altered denaturation. Therefore, the substrate can no

C Clonger bind to active site, reducing rate. As temperature increases,
O

more and more enzymes denature. So despite having more collisions, ⑤ *
substrates cannot bind

*this is whyhumans maintain a constant bodytemperature, in functional enzyme denatured enzyme
order for enzymes to operate efficiently

2 pH:a measure of acidityor alkalinityof a solution. The more Atthe more acidic

the manner in which proteins fold structure is determined bybonding between amino acids.

Changing pHalters the chemical environment and can alter these bonds, causing protein shape to temporarily change

mpactof pH on enzyme activity
pepsin

As different enzymes have different amino acid . salivary amylase

sequences, their structures and how theybund differs

some enzymes maywork optimallyin
acidic conditions, such as pepsin in D Al

"

the stomach which breaks down proteins

most enzymes in humans work ata neutral

pH, such as amylase which is secreted G erposinin the saliva in the mouth. This breaks down

starch into disaccharides

some enzymes work optimally at alkaline e C C Cconditions such as lipase, secreted bypancreas
X O

which breaks triglycerides into fattyacids a glycerol a ⑤ -
*these will all be explored further in 25-digestive system too acidic - denatured optimal pH too alkaline - denatured



Answer the following questions:
1 Complete the following table summerizing biomolecules:

Biomolecule elements present monomer polymer animal food source plant food source

Proteins

triglyceride
monosaccharide

C,H,0, N, P

2 ADNAsample was analyzed and itwas found that it contained 15% Adenine (A).
What percentage of the DNAis Cytosine (C)?Explain your answer.

3 Describe the difference between how nucleotides are bonded to each other and how complementarybases pairs are bonded

4 Research and describe a non-biological catalyst ofyour choice. What substrate does itact upon and what products are formed?

3 Research an anabolic and catabolic enzyme for each biomolecule and complete the following table.

Biomolecule catabolic enzymeenzyme
enzyme name substrate product enzyme name substrate product

6 All enzymes have their own optimal conditions. In humans, whattemperature would you predict this is?Explain.

7When humans bodytemperature rises above normal for a prolonged period oftime this can be deadly.
Explain whyusing your understanding of enzymes

8 Explain why I enzyme cannot catalyze all types of chemical reactions.

9 The following diagram is from an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. Label the following:

j T j
a b c d C




